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Abstract: Compressed wires are produced by cross-sectionally compressing stranded conductors, which

results in a smaller conductor diameter. This also leads to a lower weight wire, because a thinner external

insulated coating can be used, compared to the low-voltage wires typically used in automobiles. However, a

post production heat treatment of the compressed wires is required because plastic deformation occurs during

compression after drawing the wires. In this study, the work hardening of stranded compressed copper wires

was controlled by Joule-heating, and the resulting changes in microstructure, mechanical, and electrical

properties after various annealing voltages (0, 25, 27, 31, 35, and 39 V) were observed. The results confirmed

that as the annealing voltage increased from 0 to 31 V, the anisotropic deformation texture with a <111>

orientation as the main component was reduced, and micrograins were generated throughout the stranded

wires via recrystallization. At an annealing voltage above 31 V, the grains grew to be more than twice as large

as those before heat treatment. At an annealing voltage of 31 V these structural changes contribute to the

elongation increase of the compressed wires to 28.34%, and an improvement in electrical resistance to

145.85 mΩ.
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1. Introduction

Electric wires are key components in automobiles and have

a range of uses, from power lines to start the engine, to

sensors to check tire pressure. In the automobile industry, as

the number of electronic components continues to increase to

provide safety and convenience, the number of wires is also

proportionally growing [1]. This increase in the number of

wires also leads to an increase in vehicle weight. For a typical

mid-sized car, the wire weight is over 20 kg [2], and it

increases with the number of electronic components,

particularly in electric powered cars. As regulations on

carbon dioxide emissions are applied throughout the world, it

has become essential to improve fuel efficiency by reducing

automobile weight. This has produced growing interest in

reducing the weight and diameter of wires.

Compressed wires have a reduced conductor diameter

obtained by cross-sectionally compressing stranded conductors

[3,4]. This leads to weight reduction because these wires

require less external insulating coating compared to the low-

voltage wires typically used in automobiles. Unfortunately,

plastic deformation occurs in the stranded wires during the

compression process, and additional work hardening occurs

after the wire drawing. In conventional wires, the residual

stress and microstructure can be controlled via heat treatment

during the wire drawing process. However, for compressed

wires, an additional heat treatment is required to control the

work hardening caused by compression after the formation of

the stranded conductor.

The plastic deformation induced by the formation of

compressed wires can cause slip and the accumulation of

dislocations inside the stranded wires. These accumulated

dislocations act as driving forces of recrystallization,

affecting the microstructure during heat treatment [5–8]. This

is important because the size and distribution of grains after

heat treatment are factors that determine the mechanical and

electrical properties of the stranded conductor [5,9-12]. To

address this, it’s necessary to analyze the correlation between
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heat treatment condition and microstructure.

Joule-heating by supplying a current to wire is known to be

an effective method for the heat treatment of thin wire [13-

19]. Because copper has a small heat capacity (0.385 J/goC),

the temperature of small-scale copper wire can be easily

increased by passing a current [20]. It has been reported that

normal copper wires can be softened by Joule-heating [19,

20], and that grains grow faster than with heat treatment

using a conventional furnace [13,20]. Tohmyoh et al. [20]

reported that during the Joule- heating of copper microwires,

yield strength decreased as the grain size increased. The yield

strength of untreated copper microwire was 311 MPa, and it

decreased to 190 MPa after heat treatment at 150 oC. Rudolf

et al. [21] confirmed that when a constant current was

applied during the tensile testing of copper wire, tensile

strength and yield strength decreased as the current increased.

However, unlike research on normal copper wire, studies

on the Joule-heating of compressed copper wires are rarely

reported, and the effect of plastic deformation during

compression on mechanical and electrical properties needs to

be studied.

In the present study, heat treatment was performed using

Joule-heating to control the mechanical and electrical

properties of compressed copper wires. The effect of heat

treatment on the microstructure, mechanical and electrical

properties of the stranded wires was also investigated. To this

end, 16-stranded compressed wires were manufactured, and

the stranded conductors were subjected to heat treatment

under various annealing voltages. In addition, the elongation,

tensile strength, and electrical resistance of the stranded wires

were measured. The microstructure characteristics of the

wires were then examined by electron backscatter diffraction

(EBSD). Finally, the heat treatment behavior of the

compressed wires was studied based on the annealing

voltage.

2. Experimental Methods

The compressed wires were produced with a 16-stranded

wire structure, as shown in Figure 1. The diameter of each

wire was 0.29 mm and made of high-purity copper (purity

>99.9%). The compressed wires were fabricated in two steps,

a first compression to form the core and a subsequent

compression to form the outer layer.

After the second compression, Joule-heating was performed

as the heat treatment to remove the residual stress

accumulated in the material during wire drawing and

compression, and to control the uniformity of the structure, as

shown in Figure 2. Heat treatment was performed in the

following order: pay-off, annealing, cooling, drying, and

take-up. After annealing, the conductor was quenched in

cooling water, followed by drying to remove the residual

moisture on the conductor surface; the heat treatment was

completed after take-up.

Table 1 shows the heat treatment conditions for the 16-

stranded compressed wires used in this study. The annealing

voltage was varied from 25 to 39 V, while the drying voltage

(13 V) was kept constant for all specimens. Heat treatment

was performed at a constant rate of 700 m/min during the

entire process from pay-off to take-up.

To examine the changes in the mechanical and electrical

properties of the stranded compressed wires with the

annealing voltage, the elongation, tensile strength, and

electrical resistance were analyzed, and the microstructural

changes were observed using electron backscatter diffraction

(EBSD). The elongation and tensile strength were measured with

a universal testing machine (DTU-900MHN, DAEKYUNG

Fig. 1. Schematic of 16-stranded compressed wire.

Fig. 2. Schematic of Joule-heating system.
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TECH). The test was conducted at a gauge length of 250 mm

and a tensile deformation rate of 30 mm/min. The electrical

resistance of the compressed wires was measured using a

multimeter (RM3544, HIOKI) after connecting both ends of

the wires to a clamp (2754, YOKOGAWA). For microstructure

analysis, specimens were made by cutting and mechanically

polishing the stranded wires along the length, and the center

of the cross section was observed by EBSD (JSM-F100,

JEOL).

3. Results and Discussion

The elongation, tensile strength, and electric resistance of

the stranded compressed wires as a function of the annealing

voltage are listed in Table 2. Before heat treatment, the

specimens exhibited an average elongation of 3.03%, tensile

strength of 469.73 MPa, and electric resistance of 151.63 mΩ.

At an annealing voltage of 25 V, the elongation, tensile

strength, and electric resistance were 10.3%, 251.87 MPa,

and 147.01 mΩ, respectively. Compared to the specimens

without heat treatment, the elongation increased by

approximately 239.93%, while the tensile strength and

electrical resistance decreased by 46.38% and 3.05%,

respectively. This tendency increased as the annealing voltage

increased. At an annealing voltage of 31 V, the elongation,

tensile strength, and electrical resistance were 28.34%,

220.07 MPa, and 145.85 mΩ, respectively. When the

annealing voltage exceeded 31 V, the tensile strength and

resistance tended to converge while the elongation decreased

slightly.

The stress-strain curves of the compressed wires according

to annealing voltage are presented in Figure 3. Before heat

treatment, work hardening was hardly observed. After

reaching the yield point, fracture occurred without necking,

and showed a low work hardening exponent. After heat

treatment, the yield strength and tensile strength decreased

while the work hardening region increased. It can be seen

that the work hardening exponent increased until an

annealing voltage of 31 V, and tended to converge after 31 V.

The EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) map analysis results

for the compressed wires with annealing voltage are shown

in Figure 4. Before heat treatment, an anisotropic structure

subjected to tensile deformation along the wire drawing

direction can be observed; the <111> orientation is the main

component. The average grain size was 3.17 µm, and

relatively fine grains were observed after wire drawing and

compression. 

In the specimen subjected to an annealing voltage of 25 V,

micrograins generated by recrystallization can be observed.

Recrystallization is evident on the exterior of the wire, but

Table 1. Heat treatment conditions for the stranded compressed
wires

Annealing 

voltage (V)

Drying 

voltage (V)

Velocity

(m/min)

As-received - - -

Specimen 1 25 13 700

Specimen 2 27 13 700

Specimen 3 31 13 700

Specimen 4 35 13 700

Specimen 5 39 13 700

Table 2. Mechanical and electrical properties of compressed wires
according to the annealing voltage

Elongation 

(%)

Tensile strength 

(MPa)

Electric 

resistance (mΩ)

As-received 3.03 469.73 151.63

Specimen 1 10.30 251.87 147.00

Specimen 2 20.14 231.79 146.35

Specimen 3 28.34 220.07 145.85

Specimen 4 28.03 224.08 145.07

Specimen 5 27.17 219.70 144.93

Fig. 3. Stress-strain curves of the compressed wire according to
annealing voltage
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the central region of the wire still exhibits structural

deformation along the wire drawing direction. In the specimen

subjected to an annealing voltage of 27 V, deformation along

the wire drawing direction is absent, and a recrystallized

structure is observed across the entire wire, including the

center. 

The recrystallization microstructure was found to become

more homogeneous as the annealing voltage increased.

Furthermore, the size of the grains increased when the

annealing voltage was 31 V or higher, and it reached

10.04 µm at 39 V.

Figure 5 shows the EBSD grain boundary (GB) map and

kernel average misorientation (KAM) analysis results for the

compressed wires with annealing voltages of 0, 25, 31, 39 V.

In the GB map analysis, several low-angle grain boundaries

could be observed before heat treatment. This tendency was

also confirmed for the 25 V annealed specimen. The low-

angle grain boundary is concentrated in the central region of

the wire. As the annealing voltage increased, the low-angle

grain boundaries decreased, while the fraction of high-angle

grain boundaries increased. In the specimen subjected to an

annealing voltage of 31 V, the fraction of high-angle grain

boundaries larger than 15o was 0.795, and increased to 0.824

with an annealing voltage of 39 V. In the KAM map results,

it was observed that the dislocation density decreased as the

annealing voltage increased. In the specimen with an

annealing voltage of 25 V, the fraction of misorientation

between 0o to 1o increased from the exterior of the wire. As

the annealing voltage increased, misorientation between 0° to

1o was observed across the entire wire, and it was confirmed that

the dislocation density decreased due to the recrystallization.

It is known that a deformation texture with a <111>

orientation as the main component develops in copper with a

face-centered cubic structure after the wire drawing process

[5,22–25]. The same tendency was observed in the compressed

wires, where the exterior of the stranded conductor was

compressed, as shown in Figure 4. In general, texture

subjected to tensile deformation in the wire drawing direction

degrades elongation and electrical properties, as well as the

dislocations accumulated during wire drawing and

compression. Hence, the specimens before heat treatment

exhibited lower elongation and electrical properties than the

heat-treated specimens. 

When heat treatment was performed using an annealing

voltage of 25 V, the texture with the <111> orientation in the

wire drawing direction disappeared and recrystallization with

<110> and <100> orientations as the main components

occurred. In particular, the <100> orientation develops to

maximize the release of deformation energy accumulated by

dislocations, when grains with the <111> orientation are

recrystallized by heat treatment [5–7,26]. 

As the anisotropic structure in the wire drawing direction

Fig. 4. EBSD IPF patterns and grain size of the compressed wires
according to the annealing voltage.
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and the dislocation density decreased, the tensile strength

decreased by approximately 217.86 MPa, but the elongation

increased to more than twice that of the specimens before

heat treatment. The change in the mechanical and electrical

properties continued up to an annealing voltage of 31 V, at

which point recrystallization occurred throughout the

compressed wires. When the specimens were subjected to

annealing voltages of 27 and 31 V, the deformation caused by

wire drawing and compression disappeared and isotropic

recrystallized structures were generated, indicating that the

elongation and electrical properties improved compared to

the specimens subjected to heat treatment at 25 V. 

In particular, the specimens subjected to an annealing

voltage of 31 V exhibited approximately 8.2% higher

elongation than those subjected to 27 V. This appears to be

because most of the dislocations accumulated by wire

drawing and compression were removed, and the grain size

distribution became uniform at an annealing voltage of 31 V.

When the annealing voltage exceeded 31 V, the grain size

increased to more than twice the size of grains present before

heat treatment. No further improvement in mechanical or

electrical properties was observed as the grain growth stage

approached.

4. Conclusions

In this study, Joule-heating was performed as a heat

treatment after the formation of the stranded conductor, to

control the work hardening of 16-stranded compressed

copper wires. In addition, the effect of the annealing voltage

on the microstructure, mechanical, and electrical properties

of the wires was investigated.

1) The mechanical and electrical properties of the

compressed wires without heat treatment were as follows: an

elongation of 3.03%, tensile strength of 469.73 MPa, and

electrical resistance of 151.63 mΩ. Work hardening

characteristics with low elongation and high electrical

resistance were observed because of the anisotropic structure

in the drawing direction, and the accumulation of dislocations

during wire drawing and compression.

2) Following heat treatment by Joule-heating, a reduction

in anisotropic deformation texture with the <111> orientation

as the main component, and the generation of micrograins in

the compressed wires by recrystallization, were observed.

These structural changes continued until the annealing

voltage reached 31 V, after which the elongation improved to

28.34% and electrical resistance was reduced to 145.85 mΩ.

3) When the annealing voltage exceeded 31 V, the generated

grains grew to more than twice the size of those before heat

treatment. Additional changes in dislocation density or

recrystallization were hardly observed, and the mechanical and

electrical properties showed a tendency to converge.

4) Considering the changes in microstructure, mechanical

and electrical properties, it was determined that an annealing

voltage was up to 31 V for the recrystallization of the

compressed wires used in this study, and that the optimal

Fig. 5. EBSD GB map and KAM map analysis results of the compressed wires according to the annealing voltage
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parameter for controlling the work hardening was an

annealing voltage of 31 V.

When a stranded compressed wire conductor is formed,

heat treatment is required to control the work hardening caused

by compression. Considering convenience and productivity, a

continuous heat treatment method such as Joule-heating is an

appropriate process. However, the wires move with high

speed during processing, it is difficult to accurately measure

the heat treatment temperature and time. It is also hard to

precisely control the mechanical and electrical properties.

Compressed wires are highly useful in various industries for

weight reduction, and controlling their mechanical and

electrical properties is important to ensure the proper

characteristics in the final product. Further research on

process parameters such as heat treatment rate, and so on, is

required.
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